
SIMPLY CLEVER

ŠkodaFabia Sportline



It doesn‘t matter if you like in-line skating, bowling or go-karting. Neither is it 
important whether you know all of the cycle paths in your area or if you are 
learning Spanish, play the guitar or like rafting when you are on holiday… 
Simply put, the main thing is that you have good friends and like living life to 
the full. And now driving can be great fun too. The new Škoda Fabia Sportline. 

The two-colour exterior (you can see the combination of exterior colours on 
the last page) gives the car a unique sporty and elegant style as do the black 
protective door strips, tinted windows, Corner design fog lamps and 16" Bear 
alloy wheels. For drivers who like a dynamic ride and who need more than a 
sports chassis to further emphasise the sporty character of their car, we can 
offer exclusive 17" Kentaur or Trinity alloy wheels. The Sportline logo on the 
boot provides another individual detail.

The interior will also get you into a great sporty mood. Among other things, 
the car is equipped with comfortable sports seats in the front, a 3-spoke 

leather steering wheel and noble steel foot pedal covers. You can choose 
from two colour alternatives for the seats with a red or blue tone. The carpets 
are complemented with coloured stitching to match the colour of the seats 
and are a practical and stylish addition with the Sportline logo displayed in 
the front. If you also want to give your car a go-getting expression and one 
of healthy aggression, you can do so. In terms of Škoda Genuine Accessories 
we offer a Styling Kit, which includes a spoiler for the front bumper, a diffuser 
for the rear bumper, a noble steel end piece for the exhaust pipe and a roof 
spoiler. Decorative door sill covers with the Sportline logo make your vehicle 
even more attractive while protecting the sills from damage; they can also be 
found in the range of accessories. 

Thanks to a harmonious combination of sporty spirit and the advantages 
of a smaller yet spacious car, the Fabia Sportline represents an attractive 
alternative for an active lifestyle. The car is not only attractive to look at, but 
also offers you excellent driving characteristics. And you will enjoy driving it…

ANOTHER FUN RIDE



Sportline badge on the fifth door

6.5J x 16" Bear alloy wheels 7.0J x 17" Kentaur alloy wheels 7.0J x 17" Trinity alloy wheels

Noble steel foot pedal covers Removable woven carpets with coloured stitching



Styling Kit

Sportline decorative door sill covers
(KDA 700 003)

Roof spoiler (FAA 710 002)

Front bumper spoiler (FAA 700 001)

Diffuser (FAA 710 001) 
Noble steel exhaust pipe end piece 
(FDC 710 001–5A – depends on engine) 



3-spoke perforated leather steering wheel

Pulse Blue interior* Pulse Red interior*

* Steering wheels in the pictured interiors are illustrative only.



STANDARD EQUIPMENT
6.5J x 16" Bear alloy wheels for 205/45 R16 tyres
Two-colour exterior
Black protective door strips
Halogen projector headlamps
Front fog lamps in Corner design
SunSet 
Sportline badge on the fifth door
Sports chassis
Pulse Blue or Pulse Red interior
Sports front seats
Removable woven carpets with coloured stitching and Sportline logo in the front 
3-spoke perforated leather steering wheel
Leather handbrake handle and gear stick knob
Noble steel foot pedal covers

Corrida Red uni Satin Grey metallic Black Magic pearl effect Anthracite Grey metallic

Škoda Fabia Sportline engines
1.4 16V/63 kW, 1.6 16V/77 kW, 1.6 16V/77 kW (A), 1.4 TDI PD/59 kW, 1.9 TDI PD/77 kW, 1.9 TDI PD DPF/77 kW

A – automatic transmission
DPF –Diesel Particulate Filter

7.0J x 17" Kentaur alloy wheels
7.0J x 17" Trinity alloy wheels

Škoda Genuine Accessories
Sportline decorative door sill covers
Styling Kit:
–  front bumper spoiler
–  rear diffuser and noble steel exhaust pipe end piece
–  roof spoiler

EXTRA EQUIPMENT

Body colour Roof Exterior mirrors Interior

Corrida Red uni Candy White uni Corrida Red uni Pulse Red

Satin Grey metallic Brilliant Silver metallic Brilliant Silver metallic Pulse Blue 

Black Magic pearl effect Brilliant Silver metallic Brilliant Silver metallic Pulse Red/ Pulse Blue 

Anthracite Grey metallic Brilliant Silver metallic Brilliant Silver metallic Pulse Red/ Pulse Blue 

www.skoda-auto.com

Your Škoda partner:Some models in this catalogue are shown fitted with extra 
equipment not necessarily included in the standard equipment. 
All details of technical specifications, design, equipment, 
materials, guarantees and appearance were accurate at the 
time of going to print. However, the manufacturer reserves 
the right to make any changes (including changes of technical 

parameters or individual model equipment). Please consult 
your authorised Škoda partner for further details on standard 
and extra equipment, Škoda Genuine Accessories, current prices 
and delivery terms and conditions. This catalogue was printed 
on cellulose paper which was bleached without using chlorine. 
The paper is 100% recyclable.

The environmental logo expresses Škoda Auto’s awareness of, responsibility for and attempts 

at the sustainable development of the company and a friendly approach to life and nature.    


